13/03/1978

Man‟s Will
The Seal of the Secret Book

Background
In connection with my father’s, Tibor Kemény’s
paternity issue the Seal of the Secret Book, or a so-called
’Will’, was established. This is personal and private and
connected to our galaxy, the Milky Way, and has
nothing to do with religion. The Seal of the book
coincides with the election of Pope Francis and the
presentation on March 13, 2013 at seven past seven in
the evening. The world of the Book of Revelation was
opened, the Book’s seven seals are broken. Note that the
word ‘Christianity’ cannot be found in Revelation, as if
it never existed. More info at The Fourth Pyramid
which Disappeared, page 80.
N.B! The
Head of
State and
King Carl
Gustaf
XVI, son
of crimes,

knew about this as
early as in 1978.
Prime Minister
Palme also knew
about it.

I sent an application to the European Court of Human Rights on March 30, 2014 in a registered letter with
notice off delivery. Letter 1 weighed 1.2 kilos and letter 2 1.3 kilos, all in all 2.5 kilos. The application
contained documents and evidence regarding violation of human rights here in Sweden. I referred to my
website which also has an overview of how human rights were violated and abused.

The notice of receipt shows that the
Strasbourg court received the
application on April 4, 2014.
The application has a Form of
Complaints with additional sections
for the Court. I read it carefully
before I posted it (see the Court’s
website).
Attached to the Form of
Complaints were 38 documents, all
in all around 500 pages which
proved how the Kingdom of
Sweden abused and crushed human
rights.

The European Court of Human Rights states in a letter of May 22, 2014: A named judge assisted by a rapporteur have decided not to accept the
application, without justification. The reason is Rule 47 in the Court’s curriculum which means that the ’Form of Complaints’ is not complete.
The letter does not mention § 47. The intention of the letter feels familiar, the foundation of the issue is removed and simultaneously they cover
it up in the name of the Court. The Court has 29 judges, in this case 28 of the 29 judges are excused. The report forwarded by the identified
judge certainly has unbelievable contents. When you turn to a Court of Human Rights, there is sufficient, strong evidence that your own
country handles your issue inhumanly and criminally. This is also relevant concerning my application with strong, documented evidence. The
28 judges were excluded on purpose because they did not share the opinion of judge #29. The others were not allowed to read the material. All
information on my website is included in the material I introduced to the Court. It demonstrates how inhumanly, criminally and
incomprehensibly my father’s paternity issue was handled in the Kingdom of Sweden via the King. My family’s and my life were destroyed. A
Court of Human Rights is supposed to be free from religion and should not cover up crimes against human rights in the Kingdom of Sweden.
The decision was made public in Strasbourg on May 15 2014, zodiac sign Taurus. In other words: The European Court of Human Rights also
supports the Kingdom of Sweden, what is important is crime and lies. I have decided not to include Great Britain in this decision because of
Brexit. In other words: Great Britain is not behind this decision. Note that my application was about the handling of my father’s paternity issue
and its terrible consequences for my family. There is neither biological nor legal connections to my father in this issue.

The starting point for everything that concerns my father’s paternity issue and both of us (my sister and me) is this agreement on
fatherhood and maintenance, dated 1959. The only information is that someone was born on December 24, 1958. The document
is empty and obviously not valid. It has created hell for my family, especially during the 1970s. On March 30, 1966, the Head of
State, King Gustaf Adolf VI put a seal on my father’s paternity issue. But it is a fact that the present royal family has no right to
the Swedish monarchy , King Gustaf Adolf VI was not his predecessor’s, Gustaf V’s, biological son. This means that the royal
family does not biologically stem from Karl Johan XIV Bernadotte. Sweden is part of the European Court as a fake kingdom and
the result can be seen in Application no.27003/14.

Jewish boy Tibor E.
1958-1971
the Lion

Krister/Christer R
1971-2007
the Lamb

Christer Philip R
2007 –
the Bull

A void, not legal agreement from 1959

The Jewish boy Tibor E was born in Linköping by Jewess Maria E on Christmas Eve, 1958, exactly at midnight. He was my
father’s, Tibor Kemény’s foster son. Tibor E was murdered as an innocent child in 1971 and was replaced by Krister R, who was
born in Hungary 1948, my father’s cousins’ child, and raised in Rome. He, unaware, assumed Tibor E’s identity. Krister R is
neither man nor woman, but nowadays has a male role. In 2007 Krister R was removed and Jesuit Christer Philip R was his
replacement. What happened in 2007 reminds me of 1970s. The world understands that this paternity issue is hell it is not even
possible for you to defend yourself. We have lived in Sweden for more than 50 years and we do not enjoy all the rights the
European Court of Human Rights is said to stand for, see above.

My application was rejected by the Court in May, 2014 and after that the pope visited Strasbourg at the end of November, 2015 to
discuss the European refugee situation. There was no dialogue with Strasbourg. Personally I believe that the pope visited
Strasbourg privately to collect all my attachments regarding my application to the Court. This pope, too, can observe how brutally,
inhumanly and criminally my father’s issue has been handled in the Kingdom of Sweden. The Vatican constantly claim that know
the whole truth connected to Christianity. Of course they do. More info at High Priest Caiaphas’ Will, page 16.

Carl Johan XIV – Bernadotte (1810-1844)

Carl Gustaf XVI– Bernadotte (1973Son of Crimes

This is the Frenchman Carl Johan XIV. The whole world can see that he was a proper Frenchman. Carl Gustaf XVI Bernadotte, on
the other hand, looks Swedish and has no biological ties to this Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, we can see that fairly clearly. Via a
blood test and DNA we can establish that he has nothing to do with the French origin. It is important for France as a nation and for
the French people that the Son of Crimes is distanced from France. After the death of King Gustaf V, Sweden should have
dissolved the monarchy, it is a fake, has neither biological nor legal basis any more. He is head of state and king in a fake
monarchy in Sweden.

Carl XIV Johan
Carl Johan XIV
(1810-1844)

Gustaf Adolf VI, Crown Prince Gustaf
1950-1973
Adolf, 1906-1947

Carl Gustaf XVI,
1973 -

On March 30, 1966, at Stockholm Castle, Head of S and King Gustaf Adolf VI put his seal on my father’s paternity issue, based
on the agreement above from 1959 (September 18, 1958) without having the monarchy’s authority. He was a fake head of state
and king.

My good father Kemény Tibor with human blood group 0Rh+

This is me, Kemény, Szabolcs József, with human blood group 0Rh+

My sister, Kemény Emöke Magdolna with human blood group 0Rh+

My family with
human blood 0. We
are true human
beings.

Book of Revelation

Vald till

Pastor and Pope Petrus Romanus 112, was elected pope on March 13, 2013.
More info at Abomination of Desolation, page 10, Shroud of Turin, page 18.

Man’s Will is dated March 13, 1978 and last pope was elected on March 13, 2013, after 35 years
with my father’s, Tibor Kemény’s, paternity issue.

Paul VI, 1963–1978
Giovanni Battista Enrico Antonio Maria Montini
264, 108 Flower of flowers

More info at Dynasty 0 of Ancient Egypt, page 30

Francis 1, 2013-,
Jorge Mario Bergoglio
268 112, Petrus Romanus

Man’s, Tibor I. Kemény’s will, which he left behind, connected to
natural laws. The will belongs to Nature and its laws.
The handling of Tibor Kemény’s paternity issue 1958-2014.
His illegal paternity issue was managed by a so-called ’run-oversystem’ with violence, coercion and fraud. This means that he never
got a chance to defend himself. There was neither legal nor human
issues involved in the management of the issue.
His final will is that everybody who has consciously been involved
against him in his invalid paternity issue, his family and family tree,
will be deprived of human life and who is his biological son and heir.
Furthermore: the Kingdom of Sweden shall pay damages, SEK one
billion, because of a ruined family life, lengthy suffering and
financial losses plus interest from May 22, 2014 until payment is
completed within three months from April 18, 2018. To the people of
the world: respect each other and be helpful! Think first and then act
in a human way! Do not kill!
Last, but not least: The Hungarians should return to the ancient
heathen culture in which humanity, nature and knowledge form the
core in the form of liberal policy.They should also get rid of Orban’s
government and the Hungarian Church. – Sweden should
immediately abolish the monarchy and replace it by a republic.

The last Judge and
Judgement

The last Judge and
Judgement
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Jehovas Vittne

Christer Philip R with Tibor E’s identity
God on His throne

The Lion, Tibor E, 1958-1971
T.K’s foster son, murdered

My father’s, Tibor Kemény’s paternity issue.

The Lamb, Krister R 1948T.K’s cousins’ child

Tibor E’s birth in Linköping
God on His throne

The Bull, Christer Philip R
not member of the family

The Lion, Tibor E, was born in the city of Linköping on Christmas Eve, exactly at midnight between December 24 and 25 by
Jewess Maria E. The coat of arms of Linköping is a Lion. More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 53-94 and
Evolution, pp 102-107. He was my father’s foster son, murdered in 1971.
The Lamb, Krister R, was born in Hungary in 1948, my father’s cousins’ child. He assumed Tibor E’s identity and in his name
a number of court proceedings regarding allowances to him were started against my father T.K. A large number of crimes have
been committed in his name. More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 52-94 and Evolution, pp 107-109.
The Bull/Beast Christer Philip R. He is not a member of my family and is in Sweden a construction by the head of state and
Church of Sweden. He assumed Krister R’s false identity. More info at Evolution, pp 107-109, Abomination of Desolation,
page 19, King of Polar Light, pp 61-62 and Deity, pp 38-65.

According to Revelation, the
Lamb will break the seals.

Dan’s descendants. Dan was Jacob’s sixth son
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 4-5

Kristian V. Count of Oldenburg
1368-1398 (1342-1399)
Son of Konrad I aof Oldenburg
House of Oldenburg

Kristian I, King of Oldenburg
1448-1481 (1426-1481)
Son of Didrik den Lykkelige
The Oldenburg royal family’s ancestor.
Motto: Virtue leads the way
(Dyden viser vejen)
Oldenburg family

Didrik den Lykkelige, Count of Oldenburg
1423-1440 (1390-1440)
Second son of Kristian V of Oldenburg
House of Oldenburg

H
Hans (Johan II), King of the Union
1481-1513 (1455-1513)
Third son of Kristian I
Motto: Our Lord’s right hand has
raised me. His right hand is power.
(Latin: Dextera Domini exaltavit me,
dextera Domini fecit virtutem)
Oldenburg family

II

Margrethe I of Denmark (Queen of Scotland)
1469-1486 (1456-1486)
Daughter of Kristian I
Oldenburg family

Kristian II, King of Denmark,
1513-1523 (1481- 1523)
Son of Hans

Motto: Christ Jesus elected me king of his
people.
(Latin XPS IHS elegit me regem populo suo)
Oldenburg family

Fredrik I, King of Denmark
1523-1533 (1471-1533)
Son of Kristian I
Motto: My hope is God alone (atin: Nihil
sine numine)
Oldenburg family

III
Kristian III of Denmark
1534-1559 (1503-1559)
Son of Fredrik I of Denmark
Immediately after his father’s death in 1533 he had himself
honoured as the ruler of the duchies Slesvig and Holstein.
Motto: The Lord’s will be done
My hope is God alone
(Latin: Spes mea solus deus/ German: Zu Gott mein Trost
allein)
Oldenburg family

Adolf of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp
1533-1586 (1526-1586)
Son of Fredrik I of Denmark
Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp ancestor

Adolf of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp
1533-1586 (1526-1586)
Son of Fredrik I of Denmark
Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp ancestor
More info at King of Polar Light, pp 32-37

Adolf Fredrik of Holstein-Gottorp
Gustav III, 1771-1792
1727–1750, Bishop of Lübeck and
Motto: The Fatherland
king of Sweden 1751-1771
King of Sweden, 1771-1779
(1710–1771)
(1746-1779)
Son of Duke Kristian August of Son of Adolf Fredrik of HolsteinHolstein-Gottorp
Gottorp

More info at King of Polar Light pp
32-37

Karl XIII, March 13 1809–
February 5, 1818
Motto: The welfare of the
people is my highest law
Son of Adolf Fredrik of
Holstein-Gottorp

III

Kristian III of Denmark, king
1534-1559 (1503-1559)
Son of Fredrik I of Denmark
Motto: The Lord’s will be done
God alone is my hope
(Latin Spes mea solus deus/ German: Zu
Gott mein Trost allein)
Oldenburg family

Fredrik II of Denmark, kung
1559-1588 (1534-1588)
Son of Kristian III of Denmark
Motto: My hope is God alone
(Latin: Deus refugiu et fidusia mea
German: Mein Hofnung zu Godt
allein)
Oldenburg family

Kristian IV of Denmark, king
1588–1648 (1577-1648)
Son of Fredrik II of Denmark
Motto: Piety strengthens the realms
(Latin: Regna firmat pietas)
Oldenburg family

Fredrik III of Denmark, king 1648–
1670 (1609-1670)
Son of Kristian IV of Denmark
Motto: The Lord will be my guide
(Latin: Dominus provedebit)
Oldenburg family

Kristian VI of Denmark, king
1730–1746 (1699-1746)
Son of Fredrik IV of Denmark
Motto: For God and the people
(Latin: Deo et populo)
Oldenburg family

Fredrik VI of Denmark, king
1808–1839 (1768-1839)
Son of Kristian VII of Denmark
Motto: God and the just cause
Oldenburg family

Kristian V of Denmark, king
1670–1699 (1646-1670)
Son of Fredrik III of Denmark
Motto: With piety and justice
(Latin: Pietate et iustitia)
Oldenburg family

Fredrik V of Denmark,
1746–1766 (1723-1746)
Son of Kristian VI of Denmark
Daughter Sofia Magdalena married to
Gustav III of Sweden
Motto: By prudence and steadfastness
(Latin: Prudentia et constantia)
Oldenburg family

Kristian VIII of Denmark, king
1839–1848 (1786-1848)
Son of Fredrik VI of Denmark
Motto: God and the fatherland
Oldenburg family

Fredrik IV of Denmark, king
1699–1730 (1671-1730)
Son of Kristian V of Denmark
Motto: The Lord be my aide
(Latin: Dominus mihi adiutor)
Oldenburg family

Kristian VII of Denmark, king
1766–1808 (1749-1808)
Son of Fredrik V of Denmark
Motto: The love of the fatherland
is my reward (Latin: Gloria ex
amore patriae)
Oldenburg family

Fredrik VII of Denmark, king
1848–1863 (1808)
Son of Kristian VIII of Denmark
Motto: The people’s love, my strength
Oldenburg family
Fredrik VII had no children and was the last
man in the main branch of the House of
Oldenburg.

Wilhelm of Beck-Glücksburg, Duke of
Kristian IX of Denmark, iung
Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Beck1863–1906 (1818-1906)
Glücksburg, 1785-1831
Son of Wilhelm of Beck-Glücksburg, Motto:
Son of Fredrik Karl Ludvig of HolsteinWith God for honour and justice
Beck and Friederike, Countess of
Glücksburg family
Schlieben.
Wilhelm was the great great great great
grandson of Kristian III of Denmark)
Glücksburg family

Kristian X of Denmark,
1918–1944 (1870-1944)
Son of Fredrik VIII of Denmark
Motto: My God, my country, my honour
Glücksburg family

Fredrik IX of Denmark, king
1947–1972 (1899-1972)
Son of Kristian X of Denmark
A reincarnation of Kristian I of Denmark
Spouse Ingrid of Sweden
Had daughters
Motto: With God for Denmark
Glücksburg family

Fredrik VIII of Denmark, king
1906–1912 (1843-1912)
Son of Kristian IX of Denmark
Motto: The Lord is my aid
Glücksburg family

Margrethe II of Denmark, queen
1972– (1940-)
Daughter of Fredrik IX of Denmark
A reincarnation of Margrethe I of Denmark
Motto: God’s help, the people’s love,
Denmarks strength
Glücksburg family

The Road of the Will, 1978

1989
More info at Man, God and
Science,
pp 51-52

The Kingdom of Denmark. The country’s name probably comes from the name Dan, Jacob‟s 6th son. Moses writes
this about Dan (Genesis 49:16-17): ‘Dan shall judge his people as one of the tribes of Israel (Jacob). Dan shall be a
serpent by the way, a viper by the path, that bites the horse’s heels so that its rider shall fall backward.’ – (Relevant
now, in the Fullness of Time.
Denmark is a monarchy and the symbol of a monarchy is a Lion. A Lion’s tongue can be perceived as a serpent,
which we can see on the national coat of arms. The long tongue is a symbol of speech and reflexion. My personal
view is that Kristian I was a reincarnation of, among others, Dan, a combination of swan/serpent/deer. On a medal
from the time of Kristian I is a bird, a swan, holding a serpent in its claws.
Kristian I was the ancestor of the Oldenburg family.
Sign of life: According to Moses, Noah released the raven and the dove from the Ark, according to Gilgamesh
Utnapishtim freed the raven, the swan and the dove.

The Lamb’s, Jesus’ identity.
In Book of Revelation we get fairly reliable identification information: The
first born from the dead‟ (Rev 1:5). A brief presentation tells us this:
Everybody who belongs to blood groups A, B and AB is called dead. This is a
private family issue which takes us back to Sumer and the family of Gods. The
father of the Gods was Anu, his first-born child was Tiamat with Goddess KI,
Mother Earth (we do not know if Enki or Enlil was his first-born son). More
info at The Falcon does not Fly any More, pp 12 and 17-18. We can also read
in Revelation 5:1-6 that the Lion of Judah is gone, replaced by the Lamb. In
my father’s paternity issue, too, the Lion Tibor E was murdered and was
replaced by the Lamb, Krister R.

7
Revelation 14:14-16 „Then I looked, and behold, a white cloud, and on the
cloud sat One like the Son of Man, having on His head a golden crown, and
in his hand a sharp sickle. And another angel came out of the temple, crying
with a loud voice to Him who sat on the cloud, “Thrust in Your sickle and
reap, for the time has come for You to reap, for the harvest of the earth is
ripe.” So he who sat on the cloud thrust his sickle on the earth, and the earth
was reaped.‟

The Lamb removes the sins of the world.

The Lamb

The Lamb

Lamb of God you take away the sin of the world.
The first born from the dead, Rev. 1:5
More info at Deity and The Lamb’s Will.

The End of Time
Daniel, 12:4 and 12:13

Finally:
5, Jesus said, ‘Know what is in front of
your face, and what is hidden from you
will be disclosed to you. For there is
nothing hidden that will not be revealed.
And there is nothing buried that will not
be raised.’ – Jesus, too, wanted secrets to
surface to give the world access to
knowledge.

„/…/ But you, Daniel, shut up the
words, and seal the book until the
time of the end; many shall run to
and fro, and knowledge shall
increase.‟
„But you, go your way till the end; for
you shall rest, and will arise to your
inheritance at the end of the
days./…/‟

Tibor E and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

10. Jesus said, ‘I have cast fire upon the
world, and look, I'm guarding it until it
blazes.’ 16. Jesus said, ‘Perhaps people
think that I have come to cast peace upon
the world. They do not know that I have
come to cast conflicts upon the earth:
fire, sword, war.’

Michelangelo, Daniel, Sistine Chapel,
Rome, 1511
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Tibor E and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

Madách Imre, Tragedy of Man, 1861

Madách Imre

Madách Imre

Introduction
/…/
The Lord/Serpent God to Anu, father of the Gods:
You can have your wishes.
Look at the Earth, among the trees of Eden.
These two slender trees in the middle of Eden
I curse them, then you can have them.
Cosmic Adam/Bringer of Light to the Lord/Serpent and Bull God:
You act with greedy hands, but you are a powerful Lord –
A small piece of land under my foot is for me enough
Where the foot of denial gets stuck,
And your world will be defeated.
/…/
Conclusion
/…/
Eve: I understand this song…
Earthly Adam: I suspect so, and will follow.
Just that end, I could forget just that!
Lord/Serpent God to Earthly Adam:
I have told you, Man: Struggle and have faith in
confidence!!

Upp. 6:2: ‟And I looked, and
behold, a white horse. He who
sat on it had a bow; and a
crown was given to him, and
he went out conquering and to
conquer. (A white horse is a
symbol of humans of blood
group 0).

2018 is the
Year of Man

More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten,
page 21, King of Polar Light, page 62,
and On the Road of Life.

Man is the Crown of
Creation

18/09/1958

18/04/2018

More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 102-103, verse 501 by Nostradamus

Final
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Rev. 6:2.
Halfway

Final
Rev. 6:2.
Halfway

Rev. 6:2. „And I looked, and behold, a white horse. He who sat on it had a
bow; and a crown was given to him, and he went out conquering and to
conquer.‟ (A white horse is a symbol of humans of blood group 0)

